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A uniﬁed perspective and new results on RHT computing, mixture based
learning, and multi-learner based problem solving夡
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Abstract
On one hand, multiple object detection approaches of Hough transform (HT) type and randomized HT type have been extended into an
evidence accumulation featured general framework for problem solving, with ﬁve key mechanisms elaborated and several extensions of HT
and RHT presented. On the other hand, another framework is proposed to integrate typical multi-learner based approaches for problem solving,
particularly on Gaussian mixture based data clustering and local subspace learning, multi-sets mixture based object detection and motion
estimation, and multi-agent coordinated problem solving. Typical learning algorithms, especially those that base on rival penalized competitive
learning (RPCL) and Bayesian Ying–Yang (BYY) learning, are summarized from a uniﬁed perspective with new extensions. Furthermore, the
two different frameworks are not only examined with one viewed crossly from a perspective of the other, with new insights and extensions,
but also further uniﬁed into a general problem solving paradigm that consists of ﬁve basic mechanisms in terms of acquisition, allocation,
amalgamation, admission, and afﬁrmation, or shortly A5 paradigm.
䉷 2007 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An intelligent system, which could be an individual or a collection of men, animals, robots, agents, and other intelligent
bodies, survives in its world with needs of two types of intelligent abilities.
As illustrated by the right path in Fig. 1(a), Type I consists of abilities of knowing ‘what it is’ or discovering regularities or dependencies among data as its knowledge about the
world. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the knowledge is obtained
either from pieces of uncertain evidences (or called samples)
about the world or from existing authorized sources (e.g., textbooks) that were also obtained from samples in past. Therefore,
Type I abilities are obtained via processes what we usually call
夡 The work described in this paper was fully supported by a grant
from the Research Grant Council of the Hong Kong SAR (project No:
CUHK4225/04E).
∗ Tel.: +852 2609 8423; fax: +852 2603 5024.
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learning, during which an intelligent system gradually senses
its world from samples and modiﬁes itself to adapt the world.
As illustrated by the left path in Fig. 1(a), Type II consists of
skills of problem solving, i.e., skills of appropriately responding upon what are currently encountering. The reaction can be
either just perceiving (e.g., identify, detect, decision, recognize,
etc.) or also reacting (e.g., reasoning, control, manage, etc.).
As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the skills of problem solving can
be roughly classiﬁed into two categories. One is made via evidence combination, inference, optimization, based on a priori
knowledge of Type I. The other is developing a fast implementing device (or called problem solver) for the dependence
of either the input-perceiving type or the input-reacting type
for those often encountered issues that usually need a rapid response. Speciﬁcally, the problem solver is developed via learning from samples in help of either a teacher who provides a
set of input–response pairs (e.g., in supervised pattern recognition, function approximation, control system, etc.) or the Type
I knowledge from learning dependence structures under observations (e.g., in data clustering, object detecting, etc.).
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Fig. 1. (a) Two types of intelligent ability. (b) How to get the abilities?

Typical examples of the ﬁrst category of problem solving
skills include those Hough transform (HT) like approaches for
detecting objects in an image, started from the early 1960s [1,2].
With a priori Type I knowledge (i.e., each object to be detected
is described by a parametric equation), each point in the parameter space describes a potential assumption of one object. The
evidence carried by each pixel on an image is accumulated in
the parametric space, with those points receiving enough number of votes as the corresponding parametric expressions of the
detected objects. However, HT has several shortcomings, and
there have been many efforts targeting at solving this or that
part of the problems, while the key idea remains more or less
the same [1]. Randomized Hough transform (RHT) [3,4] overcomes the problems in help of an innovation on fundamental
mechanisms. In the past decade, many studies and applications
have been made along this RHT branch with a number of new
results [5–13].
Typical examples of the second problem solving category include those learning approaches for estimating a multi-modes
featured distribution from samples, mining multiple dependence structures among data, as well as detecting multiple objects and their motions in an image. These approaches are
featured by a coordinated learning process by a number of learners or intelligent systems/agents (shortly agents). We start at
introducing rival penalized competitive learning (RPCL) for
clustering analysis and line detection in an image [14,15].
Again, each point in a parametric space describes a potential
assumption of one object. A number of learners search among
the parameter space, with each describing a candidate of a
detected object. As one sample comes, it is allocated to one

candidate via competition, and the winner moves a little bit to
adapt the information carried by this sample. Moreover, the rival (i.e., the second winner) is repelled a little bit from the sample to reduce a duplicated information allocation. Such a rival
penalized mechanism can detect an appropriate number of candidates. Not only RPCL has been further extended from spheral
clusters to elliptic clusters via Gaussian mixture [16–18], but
also multi-sets mixture learning (MML) has been developed
[19,20] for detecting objects ranging from lines and subspaces
to ellipses, and even any shapes via given templates. Readers
are referred to Ref. [21] for a recent elaboration and to [22,23]
for successful applications. Also, many studies and applications
have been made on RPCL learning in the past decade [24–33].
This paper aims at jointly investigating both the above two
categories. Basic mechanisms behind each category have been
elaborated and a general framework is proposed for each category to summarize variants and to explore extensions. Not
only each framework is viewed crossly from a perspective of
the other, but also both are uniﬁed into a general problem solving paradigm that consists of ﬁve mechanisms, namely acquisition, allocation, amalgamation, admission, and afﬁrmation.
In Section 2, after introducing HT and RHT, a general evidence accumulation framework for problem solving is presented for object detection, with new variants and extensions
of RHT discussed. In Section 3, after introducing the fundamentals of RPCL learning, another general framework is proposed to integrate multi-learner based approaches for problem
solving, with typical learning algorithms (especially RPCL and
Bayesian Ying–Yang (BYY) learning based ones), summarized
from a uniﬁed perspective with new extensions. In Section 4,
each framework is examined crossly from a perspective of the
other, and both are uniﬁed as a speciﬁc implementation of a
general problem solving paradigm. Concluding remarks will be
made in Section 5.
2. Evidence accumulation approaches: RHT and
extensions
2.1. A brief introduction of HT and RHT
As shown in Fig. 2(a), we take straight line detection as an
example to introduce the key idea of HT. A pixel (x, y) is
mapped into a line b = xk + y passing a point (k, b) in a parameter space where each point represents a potential assumption
of a detected line. That is, one pixel from the image allocates
its partial evidence to a set of potential assumptions located on
the line b = xk + y. In other words, all these assumptions are
activated by this piece of evidence. Moreover, a set of points on
the line y = kx + b in the image are mapped into a set of lines
across a point (k, b) in the parameter space. As a result, the
activated assumption at the point (k, b) receives an amount of
evidences much higher than other assumptions and thus detects
a line y = kx + b in the image. To implement such an idea, a
grid with a uniform quantization is located on a window in the
(k, b) space, and a score accumulator a(k, b) is located at each
bin that represents a potential assumption. As each point (x, y)
on the image is mapped into a line in the (k, b) space, every
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Fig. 3. Template matching.
Fig. 2. From Hough transform to randomized Hough transform.

accumulator a(k, b) with the line passing through is added
by 1. We can detect lines by ﬁnding out each peak score of
a(k, b). The same idea also applies to the detection of circles,
ellipses, as well as a more general shape that can be represented
by a parametric equation [1].
However, HT has several critical drawbacks as follows:
(a) All pixels are mapped, and every bin in the grid needs an accumulator. If there are d parameters with each represented
by M quantizing units, there need accumulators of M d .
(b) To reduce the computing cost, quantization resolution
cannot be high, which blurs the peaks and leads to a low
detection accuracy.
(c) Each pixel activates every accumulator located on a line,
with only one representing the correct one while all the
others are disturbances.
(d) If the grid window is set inappropriately, some objects
may locate outside the window and thus is not able to be
detected.
(e) Noisy pixels cause many disturbing accumulations.
As shown in Fig. 2(a), HT maps one pixel (x, y) into all
the points on a line passing (k, b). It is this diverging mapping
mechanism that actually incurs the above drawbacks (a)–(e).
RHT [3,4] replaces this mechanism with a converging mapping
mechanism as shown in Fig. 2(b). That is, two or more pixels
are picked to jointly determine a line, i.e., mapped into one
point (k, b). By this mechanism, different points on a same line
y = kx + b will hit the same point (k, b), without creating a
great number of false accumulations. Also, the feature of being
mapped into one point per time makes it is possible to lay
accumulators dynamically without the need of laying a grid
on a pre-speciﬁed window. We only need to accumulate scores
a(k, b) at those locations activated by the converging mappings.
Also, not only quantization resolution may vary for locations,

and each quantization bin can be replaced by a kernel. As a
result, the drawbacks (b)–(d) no longer exist.
Furthermore, there is no need to enumerate all the pixels. For
each converging mapping, we can randomly pick two or more
pixels with each in an equal probability. When there are many
pixels on a line y = kx + b, the probability that a point (k, b)
is hit by converging mappings from samples on the line will be
much higher than the probability that other points in the (k, b)
space are hit by the converging mappings from samples not on
lines. Therefore, a line can be detected via a point in the (k, b)
space if it is hit by certain amount of times. In other words, the
drawbacks (a), (e) have also been avoided. In the past decade,
studies on RHT has become an important branch of HT studies
[5–13].
RHT is directly applicable to the detection of circles, ellipses,
as well as other more general shapes in a parametric equation
f (x, y, ) = 0 with a number  of free parameters. Solving the
following joint equations yields a converging mapping into a
unique point  in the parameter space [4]:
f (xi , yi , ) = 0,

i = 1, . . . , .

(1)

This mechanism can also be extended to the cases that objects
are represented by templates as shown in Fig. 3. A template can
be used to match a shape via a translation , a rotation  and
a scaling . That is, each pixel u = (x, y) on the image relates
to a corresponding point v on the template via
u = R()(v − ),

(2)

where R() is a rotation matrix by an angle . If we are able
to get m 2 pairs of the (u, v) correspondence, the parameters
, , c can be solved jointly by m matrix equations obtained
with Eq. (2) for each pair. In other words, randomly sampling m
pairs of (u, v) with u from the image and v from the template,
we get a converging mapping to one point in the parameter
space of , , . From an alternative view, we can also detect
a motion of an object by the displacement  and the rotation 
between two times by setting  = 1.
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2.2.2. Sampling and mapping
As shown in Table 1, each epoch starts at Sampling that picks
one or several samples from D, in one of the following ways:

Fig. 4. Evidence accumulation framework.

2.2. Evidence accumulation framework and ﬁve basic
mechanisms
2.2.1. Evidence accumulation framework
Both the processes of HT and RHT are featured by gathering
evidences from a data set D from either an image after certain
pre-processing or an other information source, and accumulating evidences piece by piece in a parametric space, such that
certain points in the parametric space are detected as objects if
each of the points receives an enough number of votes.
In the implementation of HT as shown in Fig. 2(a), not the
entire parameter space but the points within each bin are actually considered. Also, all the points within each bin is treated
as a same potential assumption of an object to detect. A potential assumption is activated when a line b = xk + y passes
through the corresponding bin. An assumption becomes active
once it is activated. Each active assumption is attached with an
accumulator that updates its supporting evidence every time it
is activated. For a pixel (x, y), the assumptions with their corresponding bins on the line b = xk + y are all activated. In
the implementation of RHT as shown in Fig. 2(b), every point
in the entire parameter space is implicitly regarded as a potential assumption that becomes active once it is hit by a converging mapping. A converging mapping activates merely one
assumption.
Actually, both a HT process and a RHT process can be
regarded as speciﬁc implementations of a general evidence
accumulation framework as shown in Fig. 4, featured by ﬁve
basic mechanisms, namely sampling for acquiring information,
mapping for activating assumptions, accumulating evidences to
intensify the activated assumptions, then determining and verifying candidates. A problem solving process consists of a series
of epochs, with each epoch featured by one run of consecutively implementing the ﬁrst three mechanisms. The last two
mechanisms may be implemented per T 1 epochs. The entire
process stops either after all the samples have been enumerated
(e.g., for HT) or when terminating signal is received externally
or via a monitoring measure that says “there is no more object
to detect among the remaining part of D”.
In the sequel, we further elaborate the ﬁve mechanisms in
Table 1 with more details. Each of the ﬁve basic mechanisms
has several choices to implement. The differences between HT
and RHT arise from an integrated implementation of the ﬁrst
three mechanisms.

(a) As used in HT and variants, one is simply picking one
sample per epoch by scanning all the samples among D,
with each sample picked only once. Moreover, one may
also pick k pixels per epoch, but the number of possible
k-pixel-combinations to be scanned increase explosively as
k increases.
(b) As used in RHT [3,4], at each epoch, one or several samples are randomly picked with each in an equal probability.
There is no need on exhaustively enumerating all the samples or their combinations.
(c) The third way is picking one or several samples in help of
currently available knowledge, e.g., locally around certain
region of an image by connectivity or along certain directions, some examples are discussed in Ref. [34].
The choice on a way for picking samples is not completely
independent from the choices of the subsequent mechanisms.
E.g., when we choose to scan all the samples, we have to let the
threshold T being the total number of samples in D. Though
such a coupling can be removed if we randomly pick samples,
the number m of picked samples still affect the choices of
the subsequent mechanisms, as listed in the second column of
Table 1. For detecting an object that has to be determined by
at least  points (e.g.,  = 2 for detecting a line), we encounter
the following three scenarios:
(a) When m < , we are unable to uniquely activate an assumption. Instead, we can only explicitly or implicitly specify
a manifold in the parameter space. For detecting a line by
HT, we have m = 1 <  = 2 and the manifold is a line. For
the cases with  > 2, there will be  − 2 different manifolds
that lead to different variants of HT.
(b) When m = , except those degenerated cases that become
actually the above situation (a), the joint equations by
Eq. (1) or (2) will activate a unique candidate. E.g., in the
implementation of RHT, we have 2 = m =  = 2 that yields
a converging mapping.
(c) When m > , the situation would have no difference from
the above (b) if there is no noise on samples. However,
there are always noises and quantization errors such that the
joint equations have no solution. As suggested in Ref. [4]
for detecting curves on an image, we may use the median
axis of scatted pixels as an estimation, as shown in Fig. 5.
Also, we may even simply check whether the average error
 is smaller than a given threshold. This approach works
well for a parametric expression with a small , e.g., line,
circle, ellipse, etc. In general, we consider the following
double minimization approach.
Considering that samples from each object include one deterministic part plus noises. The deterministic part is described
by a ﬁnite or continuous set S() of real points in R d , subject
to a parametric set  with a number of unknown parameters.
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Table 1
Different choices for ﬁve essential mechanisms
Sampling

Mapping

Accumulating

Determining

Verifying

(a) Enumerate
(b) Random
sampling
(c) Local
searching

(a) and (b) m  :
solving equations
f (x, y, ) = 0
(c) m > 
median or
Lp ﬁtting

(a) Uniform
(b) Nonuniform
Over bins
Over epochs
(c) Kernel based
(d) Discard dead

(a) Large ones
(b) Peaks
(c) Clusters
Spherical
Others

(a) Length
(b) Error
L2
L1
log-L
(c) Test

Fig. 5. Curves under noises and disturbances. (a) A  band of curve ci is a band of width 2 with ci as the median axis. (b) A true curve ci has at mmin
pixels falling in a given  band; otherwise ci is a pseudo-curve.

As shown in Fig. 6, we deﬁne the error that a point ut deviates
from an object represented by S() via the following minimization:
e(ut , ) = ut − ut (),

ut () = min ut − vp ,
v∈S()

(5)

where ut () is a reconstruction or representation
 of ut by S().
Then, we solve the second minimization min m
t=1 e(ut , )p ,
m  via ﬁnding one or several local minimum values of 
for activating assumptions in the parameter space, where  p
denote the Lp norm of the vector , e.g., L1 norm for p = 1
and L2 norm for p = 2. Though a larger m may produce a
better performance in removing the noises if the samples all
come from a same object, we need to check the samples in a
way similar to that in Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. Least-square error ﬁtting.

S() represents a shape such as line, curve, and ellipsis, as well
as a pre-speciﬁed shape. For an expression f (u, ) = 0, u =
(x, y), we have
S() = {u : u satisﬁes f (u, ) = 0}.

(3)

For an object in a shape without a parametric expression,
as shown in Fig. 6, a template is given via a set of samples
Y = {y }N
=1 that represents a contour of a speciﬁc shape, the
following S(j ) is used to denote a shape resulted from a displacement , a rotation matrix R(j ) for an angle j , and a
scaling j
S(j ) = {; R(j )(y + j ) : ∀y ∈ Y }
where j = {j , j , j }.

(4)

2.2.3. Accumulating and determining
For each assumption, its corresponding supporting evidence
is accumulated per activating, according to one of the following
rules (summarized in the third column of Table 1):
(a) The simplest one is voting, i.e., each assumption is added
with 1 per activation, uniformly over all the activated assumptions and all the epochs.
(b) As shown in Fig. 2(b), each bin is placed with one accumulator. Due to quantization, each bin is voted by an amount
lb proportional to the segment length of a line b = xk + y
falling within each bin.
(c) With m >  samples, our conﬁdence on activated assumptions vary as epoch t varies, e.g., in Fig. 5 it can be measured
by either or both of the average error t and the fraction ft
of samples falling within the  band. Correspondingly, the
activated assumptions should be accumulated with a piece
of evidence proportional to ft lb /t .
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Fig. 7. Kernel supported RHT.

(d) Instead of voting to a cubic bin as in Fig. 7(a), we can place
a kernel function with its center located at each activated
assumption, as shown in Fig. 7(b). That is, assumptions in
its neighbor area are accumulated by certain degree too,
which motivates a new direction—kernel supported RHT.
(e) When an active assumption has not been activated for a
long period , we may regard it as dead and remove its
corresponding accumulator, such that the cost for space can
be saved and the performance may be improved. This  may
relate to its accumulated amount of evidences.
After implementing accumulation, as shown in Fig. 4, it
returns to the sampling mechanism unless it has ﬁnished T
epochs. As in the fourth column of Table 1, the assumptions
accumulated after T epochs are then assessed to determine
on which of them can be admitted as candidate solutions,
according to
• whether the amount of its accumulated evidence is larger
than a threshold;
• whether the amount of its accumulated evidence becomes
stably a peak;
• whether some active assumptions have steadily formed a
cluster either in spherical shapes or in other conﬁgurations,
such that the cluster centers or modes are picked as candidates.
The obtained candidates can be either directly taken as solutions or further veriﬁed to check whether each of them can be
determined as a detected object. This verifying procedure consists of two steps. First, we search within a neighbor region of
the candidate to identify samples that belong to the object. The
simplest way is to take the samples within a  band in Fig. 5.
We can also make a maximum likelihood (ML) detection based
on a model. Second, we test whether it can be determined according to one of the following criteria:
• Enough number of samples, e.g., enough length of a line
segment.
• An average error of these samples in ﬁtting the object, or a
log-likelihood of the samples from the object under a probabilistic model.

• A statistical testing based on some testing-ratio, e.g., Bayes
factor [35].
3. Multi-learner based problem solving approaches
The previous category of problem solving approaches is featured by the ﬁrst choice on the left path in Fig. 1(b). Given the
objects’ structures, e.g., a line, an ellipse, a parametric equation by Eq. (1), and a template as shown in Fig. 3, the Type
I knowledge (i.e., the locations, orientations, and scales of the
structures) are obtained via evidence accumulation and searching optimums in the parameter space, together with pixels classiﬁed into different objects.
Another category of problem solving approaches is featured
by the second choice on the left path in Fig. 1(b), i.e., the
Type I knowledge are learned via adapting information among
samples by multiple learning agents (or shortly learners). There
are two coupled tasks. First, each learner ﬁghts to be allocated to
an environment via competition and communication mutually
among learners. Second, each learner learns the knowledge
about its environment, and perhaps also make certain action
according to its knowledge. Both the tasks are also affected by
interactions among learners. In the sequel, a general framework
is proposed to integrate typical multi-learner based problem
solving approaches from a uniﬁed perspective with several new
extensions.
3.1. RPCL for clustering analysis
We start at the simplest scenario that each learner j is
featured by a point j = j that moves among the observation samples and seeks to be located at the center of a
cluster of samples. This center may represent an object to be detected among noisy observations. Jointly, several learners collectively perform data clustering or detecting multiple objects.
One earliest effort is the classical competitive learning (CCL)
[36] which is implemented adaptively per sample. As a sample
xt comes, each learner j has an individual value or criterion
2
t (j ) = xt − mj  as a degree of dissatisfaction on its representation of xt , and competes to represent xt such that t (j ) is
reduced or minimized. The competition is guided globally by
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Fig. 8. Rival penalized competitive learning.

the winner-take-all (WTA) policy

pj,t =

1
0

if j = c,
otherwise,

c = arg min t (j ).

Each learner updates to reduce
new
j

= old
j

+

pj,t (xt − old
j ).

j

t (j )

(6)

by
(7)

It is well known that the CCL has a so-called under-utilized or
dead unit problem, i.e., some learners will become ‘dead’, while
each of other learners may take samples crossly from more than
one clusters, which makes the task of clustering analysis badly
performed. This problem comes from that the WTA or hogging
mechanism is too strong. There needs a sharing mechanism to
balancing such a monopolizing tendency. One sharing mechanism is the so-called frequency sensitive competitive learning
(FSCL) [37], by simply modifying t (j ) = xt − j 2 into
t (j ) = j xt

−  j 2 ,

1 is moved towards xt by a small step size, while 2 is repelled away from xt by a much smaller step size. Similarly, in
Fig. 8(b), 3 is the winner and moved towards xt , while 2 is its
rival and repelled away from xt . Formally, this is implemented
by Eq. (7) with Eq. (6) replaced by

(8)

where j is the frequency that the j th learner won in past. Such
a spirit of reducing the winning rates of frequent winners can
also be implemented in alternative ways, e.g., conscience [38].
Moreover, a sharing mechanism can be introduced in different
ways too, e.g., leaky learning [36,39], convex bridge [40], and
neighbor sharing in Kohonen Map [41].
The sharing mechanism by j in Eq. (8) works well when k
is pre-assigned to an appropriate one. However, when k is preassigned to a value larger than an appropriate one, FSCL fails
due to its sharing mechanism is excessive, which makes the
extra units also move into data to disturb the correct locations
of other units. This is another critical difﬁculty that we need
to overcome. One solution is given under the name of RPCL,
proposed in the early 1990s for clustering analysis and detecting
lines in an image [14,15].
The key idea is shown in Fig. 8, i.e., not only the winning
learner moves a little bit to adapt xt , but also the rival (i.e.,
the second winner) is repelled a little bit from xt to reduce
a duplicated information allocation. For example, as a sample
xt comes, 1 is the winner and 2 is its rival in Fig. 8(a),

pj,t

⎧
1
⎪
⎨
= −
⎪
⎩
0

if j = c,
if j = r,
otherwise,



c = arg min t (j ),
j

r = arg min t (j ),

(9)

j =c

where t (j ) is given by Eq. (8), and approximately takes
a number between 0.05 and 0.1 for controlling the penalizing
strength versus learning strength.
As illustrated in Fig. 8(c), 1 and 3 ﬁnally converge to clusters’ centers, while 2 is driven far away from samples. That is,
the rival penalized mechanism has balanced the excessive sharing mechanism by j in Eq. (8) and thus driven extra learners
far away from data. In other words, RPCL determines the number of clusters or objects automatically during learning. This
is a favorable feature that the conventional competitive learning or clustering algorithm (e.g., k-means) does not have. In
the past decade, a number of applications of RPCL have been
made [24–29,31–33].
In 1998 [16,42], RPCL based clustering analysis is extended
to elliptic clusters with each cluster by a Gaussian in general,
with certain simpliﬁcation on updating the rival. The updating
equations without simpliﬁcation are given in Ref. [17, Tables
1(B) and 2(A); 43, Eq. (33)]. Again, the number of Gaussians
can be determined automatically during RPCL learning. Moreover, the MML has been developed [19,20] for detecting objects ranging from lines and subspaces to ellipses, and even any
shapes via given templates. Also, it has been demonstrated that
RPCL can be regarded as one fast approximate implementation of the BYY harmony learning that was ﬁrstly proposed in
1995 [44] and developed in the past decade [45–48], and thus
the RPCL’s ability of automatic model selection can be understood in a top-down way from the BYY harmony learning theory. Different implementations of the BYY harmony learning
lead to different versions of RPCL-like mechanism. A historic
remark on this topic is referred to Section 23.7 in Ref. [48].
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3.2. A general multi-learner based problem solving framework

The most common one is
(etr (rj )) = etr (rj )2 .

(12)

3.2.1. Three fundamental ingredients and automatic model
selection
The RPCL learning can be regarded as a special case of a
general multi-learner based problem solving framework that
integrates several related learning algorithms from a uniﬁed
perspective, featured by three ingredients:

Other typical examples are also given by Eqs. (32)–(34) in
Ref. [21].
In the situation that the learner needs to make an action by
Eq. (10), we need another contribution t (aj ) to evaluate the
performance of the action. There are two typical scenarios:

3.2.1.1. Leaner structure. Instead of being represented simply
by a point j , each learner needs a hardware Sj that is able
to handle typical problem solving tasks. This Sj can be one of
two choices:

• Supervised learning: There is a teacher to give a set of training pair {xt , t }, e.g., for the tasks of classiﬁcation, function
regression, prediction, etc. It follows from Eq. (10) that we
can simply have

• Without external action: Each learner targets only on representing the knowledge about its environment, in help of a
pre-speciﬁed structure S r and a set rj of parameters within
Sjr . For object detection, Sjr may be given either by Eq. (3)
for a shape such as line, curve, and ellipses or by Eq. (4)
for a shape in a template. Beyond object detection, Sjr may
also be an appropriate parametric model for representing a
particular structure underlying samples. Moreover, some S r
further consists of a number mrj of components, e.g., a subspace of dimension mrj in Fig. 11(a) later in Section 3.3.2.
Usually, we use rj , plus mrj to denote this structure.
• With external action: In certain tasks, upon an input xt we
also need an additional structure Sja for making an action to
its environment, via a computable function or operator


t = a (xt |j ),

(10)

where t is either a real number or a discrete label. Similarly,
we can use aj , plus maj (if any), to denote this structure Sja .
In the above formulation, the tasks of problem solving are
embedded in the process of determining or learning all the
unknowns of every learner. The unknowns always contain {rj }
that implicitly includes the unknowns {mrj } (if any). For the
tasks that involves making actions, the unknowns also contain
{aj } and {maj } (if any). There may also be some additional
unknowns for combining the two parts Sjr and Sja . We simply
use j to denote all these unknowns, which are determined
jointly by the learners’ individual criteria and the policy for a
global coordination.
3.2.1.2. Individual criterion. As an extension of the previous
2
t (j ) = xt − j  , each learner has an individual value t (j )
to evaluate its performance per sample xt observed. This performance may involve two types of contributions. One is how
good xt is represented by Sjr . As discussed in Eqs. (3)–(5), we
can get xt (rj ) as a reconstruction or a representation of xt by
Sjr and thus an error
etr (rj ) = xt − xt (rj ),

(11)

from which we get t (rj ) as this part of contribution, where
(etr (rj ))0 and t (rj ) = 0 iff (if and only if) etr (rj ) = 0.



eta (aj ) = t − a (xt |j )

(13)

from which we get t (aj ) = (eta (aj )) 0 and t (aj ) = 0 iff
eta (aj ) = 0. Again, one example is the square error
(eta (aj )) = eta (aj )2 .

(14)

There could be various speciﬁc forms for each individual
criterion t (j ). Every one expects a good performance but
possibly in a different sense. The square error equations (12)
and (14) target at a best performance on a currently available
set of samples. There are a number of other criteria that seeks
a best performance in this sense. However, due to noise and
not an enough number of samples, a best performance on a
currently available set from a underlying structure may not
generalize well (i.e., it my not still be the best as more samples
come from the same underlying structure). Thus, we may also
consider t (j ) that aims at a best generalization sense.
• Reinforcement learning: There is no teacher. An action is
made upon xt , with an encouraging or discouraging score
incurred from environment, which is simulated by Eq. (10)
that provides a score at 0 that expresses a degree of dissatisfactory on the action, with at = 0 for a complete satisfactory. In this case, we let t (aj ) = at directly.
In a summary, we have

(et (aj )) (a) supervised learning,
a
t (j ) =
at
(b) reinforcement learning.

(15)

As a whole, the two parts are compounded together via an
operator:
r
a
t (j ) = [ t (j ), t (j ), bj ],

(16)

where bj consists of some compounding parameters. t (j ) is
monotonically increasing with respect to both t (rj ) and t (aj ).
One example is
⎧
r
t (j )
⎪
⎪
(a) without making action,
⎪
⎨ r
j
t (j )
=
(17)
a
r
⎪
j
t (j )
t (j )
⎪
⎪
⎩ r +
(b) with an action made.
aj
j
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where bj = {j , rj , aj } that make t (j ), t (rj ), and
become scale invariant. One typical example is
j =

aj =

1
N
1
N

N
t (j ),

rj =

t=1

1
N

a
t (j )

N
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We can regard pj,t by Eq. (9) as a sum of two parts, namely
qj,t by Eq. (6) minus j,t with j,t = 1 at j = r and j,t = 0
for j  = r. Generally, we can let

r
t (j ),

pj,t = qj,t − j,t , qj,t 0,

t=1

qj,t = 1

and

j

N
a
t (j ).

j,t 0,

(18)

3.2.1.3. Combining policy. Extending Eq. (6), learners are coordinated via a global policy that combines individual criteria
{ t (j )}kj =1 . The global policy can be either a criterion for evaluating the overall performance jointly by all the learners, e.g.,
a simple one is the following weighted sum:
N

() =

k
t (),

t=1

j,t = 1,

(22)

j

t=1

t () =

pj,t
j =1

t (j )

j

or just an allocation scheme on a per sample basis
⎤
⎡
k
(
)
t j
⎦
pj,t = ALOC ⎣
j

(19)

(20)

where qj,t provides a sharing mechanism, while j,t provides
a penalizing mechanism that distributes a penalizing strength
over learners. One extreme case is Eq. (9) with qj,t by
Eq. (6) and j,t = 1 at j = r and j,t = 0 for j  = r. One
another extreme case j,t = 1/k.
3.2.2. Probabilistic approach, individual criterion, and
combining policy
Each learner may also be given a probabilistic structure

p(ut |j ) =

j =1

according to which xt is assigned to the j th learner with a
weight pj,t . pj,t > 0 means that xt is at least partially allocated
to the j th learner. Three typical examples are given as follows:
• WTA allocation: The simplest and widely used one is given
by Eq. (6) at j = 1, i.e., xt is completely allocated to the
winner c.
• Shared allocation: A group of learners with pj,t > 0 provides
a sharing mechanism, one example is the following softallocation:
⎧
e− t (j )/j
⎨
if j ∈ C ,

− t (i )/i
pj,t =
⎩ i∈C e
0
otherwise,
⎧
⎨
C = j : t (j )/j among the 
⎩
⎫

k ⎬
t (j )
smallest ones of
.
(21)
⎭
j
j =1

⎧
p(xt |rj )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

(a) ut = xt

(no external action),
r
a
⎪
p(xt |j )p(t |xt , j ) (b) ut = {xt , t }
⎪
⎪
⎩
(with an action),
(23)

where p(t |xt , aj ) describes a probabilistic response t incurred from xt . For the reinforcement learning case in Eq. (15),
a randomness of t may come from either a randomness in
making an action or a randomness in scoring an action.
Each learner may also take the proportion j and a priori
knowledge on j in consideration, such that Eq. (23) can be
further modiﬁed into
(a) p(ut , j ) =

j p(ut |j ),

(b) p(ut , j ) = p(ut |j )p(j ),
(c) p(ut , j, j ) =

j p(ut |j )p(j ).

(24)

Moreover, a parametric model in Eq. (23) actually speciﬁes not
only a learner structure but also indirectly an individual criterion
t (j ) by a monotonic decreasing scalar function (p). Taking
(p) = − ln p as an example, we have
t (j )

j

= − ln pj ,

One extreme case is  = 1 by which Eq. (21) degenerates
to the WTA equation (6) at j = 1. The other extreme case is
 = k by which Eq. (21) leads to the Bayes posterior allocation
by Eq. (27) as t (j )/j given by Eq. (26).
Another example can be found in Kohonen Map [41], where
certain neighbors of the winner are all assigned with pj,t > 0.

⎧
p(ut |j ),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ p(u , j ),
t
pj =
⎪ p(ut , j ),
⎪
⎪
⎩
p(ut , j, j ),

• Penalized allocation: We can also have a case with some
pj,t < 0 means that the j th learner will be repelled from xt by
a little bit. The one by Eq. (9) for RPCL is such an example.

Taking the case with p(ut , j ) as an example, we have
t (j )/j

j

0,

= −[ln p(ut |j ) + ln

j

= 1.

(25)

j

j ],

(26)
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and put it into Eq. (21), we further get
⎧
⎨  j p(ut |j )
if j ∈ C ,
pj,t =
i∈C i p(ut |i )
⎩
0,
otherwise,
p (u|) =

this criterion with respect to pj,t subject to
pj,t = 1, pj,t 0
j

i p(ut |i ).

(27)

i∈C

At the extreme case  = k, pk (u|) is actually a ﬁnite mixture
[49], and pj,t by Eq. (27) provides a Bayes posterior sharing
allocation. Generally, when  < k, pj,t by Eq. (27) provides a
sharing allocation only among learners proportionally with 
maximum posteriors, which is thus shortly referred as -map
sharing.
Furthermore, if we have a priori knowledge on p(j ), it
follows from Eq. (25) with p(ut , j ) and p(ut , j, j ) that we
get an individual criterion that considers generalization in a
Bayesian sense [35,50].
On the other hand, given individual criteria { t (j )}kj =1 , it
follows from Eq. (26) that we can also get1
−1

pj ∝ e−j

t (j )

,

(28)

which can be further normalized into the following density:

−−1
j t (j ) ,
p( t |j ) = −1
e

=E[
]=
p( |j ) d , (29)
t
j
j
where j = E[ t ] provides a further insight on Eq. (18). We
−1

may also turn e−j t (j ) into a density on the domain of
−1

etr , eta via e−j t (j ) detr deta or on the domain of xt , t via
 −−1 t (j )
e j
dxt dt , though these integrals may be difﬁcult to
handle except some special cases.
Similarly, an extension of t (j ) = j xt − j 2 in Eq. (8)
can be an alternative of Eq. (26) as follows:
t (j )/j

= − ln p(ut |j ) j ,

j

0,

j

= 1.

(30)

j

In Ref. [16], RPCL extensions is classiﬁed as Type A if it bases
on Eq. (26) and Type B if it bases on Eq. (30). Also, we get
the counterpart of Eq. (28) by
p(ut |j ) ∝ e− t (j )/ j j .

(31)

Probabilistic approach also provides an alternative direction
of seeking a global criterion for combing policy. E.g., it follows
from Sections 3.4, 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 that the criterion by Eqs. (19)
with pj,t by Eqs. (6) and (21) can be obtained from a special
case of BYY harmony learning. A global criterion implies an
allocation scheme. For an example, Eq. (6) is obtained by minimizing
the criterion by Eq. (19) with respect to pj,t subject to

j pj,t = 1, pj,t 0, and Eq. (21) is obtained by minimizing
1 In this paper, u ∝ v denotes either ‘a scalar u is proportional to a

scalar v.’ or ‘a vector u and a vector v share a same direction.’

pj,t

and


− t (j )
, j ∈ C .
= ct exp
j


(32)

Also, Eqs. (6) and (21) can be obtained from a special case of
BYY harmony learning by Eq. (69). As shown later in Eq. (83),
the RPCL one by Eq. (9) and its extension by Eq. (22) can also
be obtained from the BYY harmony learning.
Moreover, Eq. (21) with  = k closely relates to a ML
criterion. It follows from Eq. (27) that ∇j ln pk (ut |) =
= old
−pj,t ∇j t (j ), we observe that the updating new
j
j +
∇j ln p(ut |j ) is equivalent to making a gradient ascent
updating of the likelihood criterion on pk (ut |). That is, it
actually leads to an adaptive EM algorithm that implements
the ML learning on a ﬁnite mixture.
A global criterion or combing policy aims at a best overall
performance. For this, the correct number k of structures underlying samples must be determined and the samples from a
same structure are allocated to a same leaner (it may compose
of more than one learners that form a compound learner) such
that each learner performs best according to its corresponding
individual criterion. In the literature, the task of determining
the number k belongs to what is usually called model selection,
and the task of determining parameters in each learner belongs
to what is usually called parameter learning.
In past decades, several typical model selection theories have
been proposed for model selection, such as Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) [51], Bozdogan’s consistent Akaike’s information criterion (CAIC) [52], Schwarz’s Bayesian inference
criterion (BIC) [53] which coincides with Rissanen’s minimum
description length (MDL) criterion [54]. In implementation,
model selection has to be made in a two-phase procedure. At
the ﬁrst phase, a number of candidate models are enumerated,
and the unknown parameters in each candidate are estimated
by the ML principle. At the second phase, one of the above
criteria is used on every candidate with estimated parameters
to get the best candidate. These existing approaches face two
major problems. One is the performance problem. In the cases
of a small size of samples, each criterion actually provides a
rough estimate that cannot guarantee to give the correct result
but has a high chance to give a wrong one. Also, one criterion
works better in this case and the other may work better in that
case, none can be said better than the others. The second problem is that the enumeration needs a vast computing cost, which
is infeasible in many real applications.
Favorably, as to be further discussed in Table 2 in the next
subsection, an appropriate combination of a global policy pj,t
and an individual criterion can make an appropriate k determined during learning parameters of each learner, which is referred as automatic model selection during parameter learning.
3.2.3. A general framework for multi-learner problem solving
To implement a process of problem solving, the three ingredients in Section 3.2.1 are integrated into a general framework
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Table 2
Allocations versus individual criteria

t ( j )
Pj,t
ln[j p( t |j )]

j

e.g., xt − j

WTA

j

2

e.g.,

CL
(with dead units)
-map CL
(dead units reduced)
Simpliﬁed EM
(for ML or its special case,
not good on model selection)
Bare RPCL
(with automatic model selection)

-map sharing
Bayes posteriori sharing

Penalized allocation

ln[j p( t |j )]
j xt

− j

2
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ln(

j pj ),

e.g.,

pj = G(xt |j , j )

FS–CL
(no model selection ability)
-map FS–CL
(still poor in model selection)
FS type Simpliﬁed EM

BYY–CL on ﬁnite mixture
(with automatic model selection)
BYY -map
(with automatic model selection)
EM on ﬁnite mixture

RPCL

BYY–RPCL on ﬁnite mixture

With the ﬁrst column and ﬁrst row not counted, there are 4 × 4 blocks, the block (i, j ) denotes the cross of the i th column and j th row.

no
Sampling

Allocating

Adapting

t+1 t
t>T
yes

no
Finished?

Removing
samples of
fulfilled
tasks

completed
tasks

t=0

yes
Verifying

Determining

no

Fig. 9. A general framework for multi-learner problem solving.

as shown in Fig. 9. Being different from the cases in Fig. 4, an
assumption solution is provided by a learner, with its knowledge about environment and its action. With each leaner initialized to a given status, samples from the environment are
allocated to learners and thus their corresponding assumptions
are activated and modiﬁed to adapt the environment. Similar to
the nature of automatic model selection by the RPCL learning,
as learning proceeds, some of learners may become unnecessary and thus be driven away or removed, while the others will
ﬁnally stabilized with their corresponding assumptions as candidate solutions. Similar to the general framework shown in
Fig. 4, the framework in Fig. 9 is still featured by a speciﬁc
integration of the following ﬁve mechanisms:
Sampling: Information is acquired via randomly picking one
sample xt per epoch. However, picking k > 1 samples per epoch
is applicable by only considering the k samples that basically
come from a same object or structure.
Allocating: Similar to the mapping mechanism in Fig. 4, information carried by xt is allocated to learners by an allocation scheme pj,t via Eq. (20). We can simply get t (j )/j via
Eq. (26) for a probabilistic model by Eq. (23); otherwise it
follows from Eq. (18) that we can update
rj
aj

new

= (1 − pj,t )rj

old

+ pj,t rt (j ),

= (1 − pj,t )aj old + pj,t at (j ),
get t (j )/j by Eq. (17).
new

(33)

An allocation scheme and an individual criterion jointly determine the nature of the entire learning process. As shown in

Table 2, the ﬁrst two columns consider t (j ) directly given
by Eq. (14) or (17), equivalently ln[j p( t |j )] by Eq. (29),
pj,t by Eq. (6) lead to the previously CL and FSCL, and pj,t by
Eq. (9) or (22) leads to RPCL and variants with the nature
of automatic model selection. The last column considers a
ﬁnite mixture pk (u|) in Eq. (27) at  = k such that pj,t by
Eq. (6) leads to an extension from CL to BYY harmony learning (shortly BYY–CL), and pj,t by Eq. (9) or (22) leads to
an extension from RPCL to the Bayesian harmony learning
(shortly BYY–RPCL), still with a nature of automatic model
selection during parameter learning. The details are referred to
Section 3.4.4.
We further consider the third row, pj,t by Eq. (21) plus
Eq. (26) leads to the Bayes posterior sharing by Eq. (27) when
 = k. As discussed after Eq. (32) in Section 3.2.2, the block
(3,3) leads to an adaptive EM algorithm that implements the ML
learning on a ﬁnite mixture. Here k needs to be pre-speciﬁed
since it is well known that the ML learning is not good at model
selection, especially on a small size of samples. Moreover, the
block (3,1) and the block (3,2) become equivalent at a degenerated case at p(ut |) = G(xt |j , 2 I ), j = 2 , and j = 1/k.
Balancing the two extreme cases (namely WTA and Bayes
posterior sharing), the second row is featured by the -map
sharing allocation by Eq. (21) with 1 <  < k. Further discussion will be made at the end of Section 3.3.1.
Adapting: As a further extension of Eq. (7), the activated
learners or assumptions are modiﬁed to adapt xt according to
the allocation by pj,t , e.g.,
new
= old
j
j + pj,t j ,
new
old
∈ D(j ),
j , j

j = Reduce( t (old
j )),
(34)

where > 0 is a learning step size, and D(j ) is the domain
of j , within which j may need to satisfy certain constraints.
Moreover, Reduce( t (j )) denotes an operator that acts on
and xt to yield a direction along which t (j ) reduces
old
j
within a neighborhood of old
j . When t (j ) is differentiable,
Reduce( t (j )) can be given by −∇j t (j ) or its projection
onto D(j ).
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Moreover, each j is also updated in proportional to pj,t .

When pj,t 0, one simplest way is j = N
t=1 pj,t /N that may
be adaptively updated by

k
old
( + old
j =1 j ) if j = arg max p,t ,
j )/( +
new
=

j
k
old /( +
old
otherwise.
j =1 j )
j
(35)

When pj,t < 0, the updating needs to satisfy j 0, j j = 1,
which can be made by
 k
= old
new
j
j + (pj,t −

old
j ),

j

= ej

ej .

(36)

j =1

Determining: Similar to the fact that RPCL drives extra learners away, for those in Table 2 with automatic model selection
nature, we can determine whether some learners should be removed if they are tending to dead (e.g., not be allocated with
samples for a long period), which can be made via monitoring
some variables that can be used as indicators. E.g., one typical
way is initially letting j = 1/k for every j and then acts as
follows:2
if

→ 0 is detected, discard the j th structure,
k ← k − 1.
j

(37)

For a speciﬁc problem there may be also other indicators for
this purpose.
Finally, we need to determine whether learners are stabilized
to provide candidate solutions.
Verifying: Similar to that in Fig. 4.
3.3. Further details on several typical problem solving tasks
3.3.1. Gaussian mixture and coordinated mechanisms
In 1998 [16,42], RPCL learning is extended to elliptic clusters with each cluster described by a general Gaussian density
G(x|j , j ). Here, we further elaborate such a case, i.e., it follows from Eq. (26) that each learner is given probabilistically
by t (j ) = − ln G(x|j , j ) − ln j , from the perspective of
the general framework introduced in Fig. 9. Corresponding to
the three typical allocation schemes in Section 3.2.1, namely,
WTA, shared, and penalized, the discussion made on Table 2
tells us that this general framework will implement one of the
following choices:
• An adaptive EM algorithm listed at the block (3,3), that
makes
k the ML learning on the Gaussian mixture pk (x|) =
j =1 j G(x|j , j ) with Eq. (21) at  = k for pj,t and
Eq. (35) for j , as well as Eq. (34) becoming Eq. (7) plus
= (1 − pj,t )old
new
j
j + pj,t j ,
T
j = h2 I + ej,t ej,t
,

ej,t = xt − xj,t ,

xj,t = xt (j ) = old
j .

(38)

2 Where a number
→ 0 means that
can be regarded as 0 or
approaching 0 according to some detecting technique.

This algorithm implements not only the ML learning for
h2 =0 in an adaptive version of the well-known EM algorithm
[49,77,81], but also a smoothing regularization for a h2 > 0.
The details are referred to Section 3.4.4 and Eq. (79).
• BYY–RPCL listed at the block (4,3), that extends the RPCL
learning in help of Eq. (9) (or more generally Eq. (22)) for
pj,t and Eq. (35) for j , with the number of Gaussians determined automatically during learning. In this case, there
is pj,t < 0 that makes Eq. (38) no longer apply since it no
longer guarantees that j is positive deﬁnite. Instead, we
replace Eq. (38) with
j = Sj SjT ,

old old
Sjnew = Sjold + pj,t G
S ,
j j

−1
−1
Gj = −1
j j j − j .

(39)

Again, as will be further introduced in Eq. (79), it implements
a smoothed BYY–RPCL for a h2 > 0.
• BYY–CL at the block (1,3), -map at the block (2,1), and
BYY -map at the block (2,3) all extend CL to a RPCL
like mechanism in help of pj,t by either Eq. (6) or (21)
at  < k, with Eq. (35) for j and Eq. (38) for j . It also
makes the number of Gaussians determined automatically.
The reason will be explained not only later in Section 3.4
from a perspective of the BYY harmony learning but also
in the sequel from a perspective of three mechanisms in
coordination.
As introduced in Section 3.1, the automatic model selection
nature by RPCL comes from a coordination of two opposite
mechanisms, namely one for each learner to participate and the
other for each learner to leave. The WTA allocation by Eq. (6)
with a local criterion t (j ) = xt − mj 2 leads to the previous
CCL. It has the dead unit problem because learners do not have
an equal chance to participate. This problem can be solved via
a participating mechanism that let each learner to have an equal
initial chance to participate, via either its local criterion or the
global criterion.
For the previous FSCL that bases still on the WTA allocation by Eq. (6), its local criterion by Eq. (8) provides a
participating mechanism that penalizes those frequent winners
and rewards those constant losers. On the other hand, we can
still use t (j ) = xt − mj 2 but minimize the global criterion
by Eq. (19) under the constraint by Eq. (32), resulting in
Eq. (21) that lets all the learners in C to get a chance pj,t > 0
to participate per sample comes.
However, all the above cases are lack of a mechanism for
an incapable/extra learner to leave. As a result, they will still
fail when the number of learners in consideration is larger than
an appropriate number. As previously introduced, RPCL improves FSCL via penalizing the rival by Eq. (9), which provides a mechanism to drive an incapable/extra learner away. An
appropriate balance between this leaving mechanism and the
participating mechanism leads to the favorable RPCL nature of
automatic model selection, with the balance controlled by the
de-learning rate in Eq. (9). Moreover, instead of providing
a participating mechanism via a local criterion by Eq. (8), a
balance between the mechanisms for participating and leaving
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εt (θ j )

e j ,t = xt − m j
ei ,t > e j ,t

e j,t ei,t
d d
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mechanism, and thus improves CL with dead units reduced.
Similarly, it may also improve BYY–CL with an appropriate
. However, it has no help on FSCL due to too stronger a participating force by j in Eq. (8).

2

σ 2j

3.3.2. Local subspace and local factor analysis
For a ﬁnite size of samples in a high dimension space, j
in G(x|j , j ) becomes singular easily, which means that a
Gaussian structure locates actually in a subspace of a lower
dimension. It is not adequate to only consider either the general
case j or the degenerated case j = 2j I . We further consider
j in the following decomposition:

Fig. 10. Rewarding vs penalizing via variances.

can be obtained via the generalized RPCL allocating scheme
by Eq. (22).
Also, we can get a leaving mechanism via an appropriate
local criterion, e.g., by Eq. (26) instead of using a global allocating policy such as Eq. (9) or (22). Without losing generality,
still using the WTA allocating policy by Eq. (6), we consider
Eq. (26) with a special Gaussian G(x|mj , 2j I ). It follows from
that t (j ) = − ln j + 0.5[xt − mj 2 /2j + d ln(22j )] varies
with 2j as shown in Fig. 10, where d is the dimension of x. If
the j th learner wins a lot of samples, 2j will become larger than
a threshold, not only t (j ) will increase but also the gap between different learners reduces. In other words, the competing
ability of learners that won too much in past is self-penalized
and the competing ability of weaker learners is rewarded for a
relative boosting, which thus provides a participating mechanism similar to j in Eq. (8). It can also be observed from the
term 0.5xt − mj 2 /2j that −2
j ∝ j takes a role similar to
j in Eq. (8).
More than the above, when the j th learner won too fewer
samples with its 2j dropping below certain threshold, not only
t (j ) will increase but also the corresponding gap between different learners increases. As a result, an incapable/extra learner
is self-penalized to fade out, which also provides a leaving
mechanism that is different from the RPCL one by Eq. (9).
Moreover, as the competing ability of the j th learner decreases,
j decreases and the other i will relatively increase. That is,
the term − ln j enhances this self-penalizing featured leaving mechanism. As a result, the local criterion internally seeks
an appropriate balance between its participating and leaving
mechanisms, with an automatic model selection nature.
Putting p(x|j )=G(x|j , 2j I ) in Eq. (30), we get that t (j )
varies with 2j in a way similar to Fig. 10. Thus, the above
discussion applies too. Differently, the role of j is similar
to that in Eq. (8), which enhances a participating mechanism
instead of a leaving mechanism. Generally, with p(x|j ) =
G(x|j , j ) in Eq. (30), we are lead to a ﬁnite product of
Gaussians as an extension of Eq. (8).
The second row in Table 2 can also be understood from the
view of seeking a balance between the mechanisms for participating and leaving. Between the two extreme cases (namely
WTA and Bayes posterior sharing), the -map sharing allocation by Eq. (21) with 1 <  < k will enhance the participating

mj
(i) 2 (i) (i) T
aj aj ,

j = 2j I +

j
i=1

(i) T ()
aj

(i) T (i)
aj aj

= 1, aj

(1) 2

where j

(2) 2

j

= 0, i  = ,
(mj ) 2

· · · j

variance of the projection

(i) T
aj x

(40)
(i) 2

with each j

being the

on the direction of the ith

(i)
principal vector aj . This expression by Eq. (40) actually represents a subspace located at j , as shown in Fig. 11(a). Thus, our

task becomes ﬁnding subspaces at different locations, which is
called local subspace analysis. Instead of directly updating j ,
(i) 2 (i) mj
via Eq. (34) by considering
we can update 2j , {j , aj }i=1
∇{a (i) ,(i)
j

j

2 mj
}i=1 ,2j

t (j )

(i) T (i)
aj = 1,

subject to aj

(i) T ()
aj = 0,

aj

where t (j ) is given by − ln G(xt |j , j ) − ln j . The details
are referred to Sections 3.2 and 3.3 of [18,43].
As illustrated in Fig. 11(a), the subspace obtained via the
decomposition by Eq. (40) is equivalent to orthogonally projecting each sample x onto a subspace that is located at  and
spanned by vectors a1 , a2 , a3 , such that the average square error e2 between x and its projection x̂ is minimized. When
only the ﬁrst principal component is considered, we get local
PCA for detecting multiple lines, as shown in Fig. 11(b). We
can also detect multiple planes as shown in Fig. 11(c). Using
the transformation technique in Ref. [55], we can also detect
multiple curves and surfaces. Some applications are referred to
Refs. [22,23].
However, we are unable to determine those unknown dimensions of subspaces, though it follows from the previous subsection that we are able to determine k via implementing a RPCL
learning or a BYY harmony learning. Alternatively, it follows
from e =x − x̂, x̂ =Ay + that this subspace analysis is equivalent to the special case j =2j I of the following factor analysis
(FA) [56,57]:
x = A j y + j + ej ,

ej ∼ G(ej |0, j ),

y ∼ G(y|0, I ), E(ej y T ) = 0, or

G(x|Aj y + j , j )G(y|0, I ) dy
p(xt |j ) =
= G(x|j , Aj ATj + j ),

(41)

where u ∼ p(u) means that u comes from p(u). In a general
case j  = 2j I , the project x → x̂ is still linear but its direction
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Fig. 11. Subspaces.

is no longer orthogonal to the subspace. Also, the average error
e2 is no longer minimized.
Since a rotation transform on y ∼ G(y|0, I ) results in y ∼
G(y|0, I ) still, it has no difference to the marginal distribution
p(xt |j ) by Eq. (41) whether Aj is a general matrix or subject
to the following constraint:
Aj = Uj j ,

Uj UjT = I,

(1) 2

j = diag[j

(mj ) 2

, . . . , j

].
(42)

with ut = (xt , yj,t ), we are able to compute t (j ) and get
pj,t by Eq. (20) in one speciﬁc form. Then, we update j by
Eq. (35) or (36) and update j by Eq. (34). Taking Eq. (43)(a)
as an example, the detailed form of Eq. (34) becomes
(a) xj,t = Ujold yj,t + old
j ,

ej,t = xt − xj,t ,

new
= old
j
j + pj,t ej,t ,
gUj = old
j

−1

(ej,t ytT + Ujold j ),

Moreover, this p(xt |j ) still remains unchanged when

Ujnew = Ujold + (gUj − Ujold gUT j Ujold ),

Aj = Uj , y ∼ G(y|0, j ),

Uj UjT = I, i.e., Uj is orthogonal
Uj = upper-triangle with diagonal
elements being 1

update j by Eq. (38) or (39) but with;
(a),
(b),

(43)

T

T
+ ej,t ej,t
,

(b) new
= (1 − pj,t )old
j
j + pj,t j ,

where the components of y remain uncorrelated but not from
y ∼ G(y|0, I ). When k and {mj }kj =1 are given, the choices by
Eqs. (41)–(43) have no difference for making a ML learning.
The situation becomes quite different when k and {mj }kj =1
are unknown. The performance by the ML learning deteriorates
since the ML learning is not good at determining these unknowns, while on the choices by Eq. (42) or (43), k and {mj }kj =1
can be determined automatically during either the RPCL learning [16,18] or the BYY harmony learning [45–48]. All of them
are included in the framework in Fig. 9, especially those in
Table 2 with automatic model selection nature, via the following probabilistic model:
= − ln[p(u|j ) j ], ut = (xt , yt ),

G(x|Aj y + j , j )G(y|0, I )
for Eq. (42),
p(u|j ) =
G(x|Aj y + j , j )G(y|0, j ) for Eq. (43).
(44)
t (j )/j

As each sample xt comes, we need to get its inner representation
yt to form a ut = (xt , yt ) in order to compute t (j ). It follows
from the BYY harmony learning on the FA by Eq. (41) (see,
Ref. [45, Eqs. (127) and (129)]) that
yj,t = f (xt , Uj , j ),
⎧
−1 T
T −1
⎪ [I + Aj j Aj ] Aj
⎪
⎪
⎨ −1 (x −  )
j
j
f (x, Uj , j ) =
−1
−1
T
⎪
[j + Aj j Aj ]−1 ATj
⎪
⎪
⎩ −1
j (x − j )

j = h2 I + Ujold j Ujold

for Eq. (42),
for Eq. (43).
(45)

T
j = diag[yj,t yj,t
+ j ],

or in the case with pj,t for some j, we update j = Vj2 via
old
Vjnew = Vjold + pj,t Gold
j Vj ,
−1
−1
Gj = −1
j j j − j .

(46)

where diag[A] denotes the diagonal part of A. Learning is
regularized via h2 > 0 and j > 0, with the details referred to
Section 3.4.5. This regularization can be easily shut off by
setting h2 = 0 and j = 0.
In addition to determining k by Eq. (37), there is also a
problem of determining the dimension of each local subspace,
(i)
for which j acts as an indicator. Initially, letting j = I for
every j , and during learning we act as follows:
(i)

if j → 0 is detected, remove the ith
coordinate in the j th subspace,
then reduce its dimension by mj ← mj − 1.

(47)

Finally, it deserves to mention that the local subspaces have also
been extended to multiple temporal state spaces by considering
temporal relations. The details are referred to [46, Section IV],
especially its Table 2 and Eq. (72).
3.3.3. MML and object detection
Proposed in 1994 [19,20], the multi-sets modelling approach
not only relates to but also further extends Gaussian mixture and
local subspaces for object detection. An object is described by a
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parametric structure Sjr either by Eq. (3) for a shape such as line,
curve, and ellipses or by Eq. (4) for a shape in a template. Then,
etr (rj ) is obtained by Eq. (11), with several typical examples
given in Ref. [21, Eqs. (32)–(34)]. Speciﬁcally, etr (rj ) has an
analytic expression when Sjr represents either a linear structure
(i.e., a subspace that includes a line, a plane, etc., as shown in
Fig. 11) or a circle; while etr (rj ) has no analytic expression
when Sjr represents a nonlinear structure other than a circle. In
such cases, etr (rj ) is obtained via an optimization procedure,
readers are referred to Ref. [58] for an example of detecting
ellipses as shown in Fig. 6.
The tasks of object detection can also be implemented by
the general framework in Fig. 9, especially those in Table 2
with automatic model selection on the number of objects. The
cases with the allocation scheme by Eqs. (6) and (21) at  = k
were early suggested in 1994 [19,20]. The probabilistic model
by Eq. (29) was ﬁrstly suggested also in Ref. [20] and then
further extended to consider a density p(etr |j ) in Section 3.3
of Ref. [21] for which it follows from Eq. (11) that rj in
Eq. (34) can be computed via
rj = −[j ln p(etr |j )/jetr ][jxt (rj )/jrj ].

(48)

when Sjr represents a linear structure, such as a line, a plane,
a hyperplane, and a subspace, as shown in Fig. 11, as well as
a template by Eq. (4) as shown in Fig. 3, we can regard that
etr comes from p(etr |j ) = G(etr |0, j ), which leads to local
PCA with Sjr for a line, to a local MCA with Sjr for a plane,
and further to two different types of local subspaces with Sjr
for a subspace [21].
In general, it follows from Eqs. (11) and (5) that the map
from xt to etr is implemented via an optimization process. In
some cases, we may ﬁnd an analytic expression etr = g(xt , rj ),
from which we can get a density supported directly on the
domain of xt as follows:

(49)

3.3.4. Mixture-of-experts, RBF nets, and agents: with external
action
Mixture-of-experts: Having been widely studied and applied
in the past two decades, it jointly performs function approximation type tasks via the following original model [59]
k
g

p(j |x, j )p(|x, aj ),

(50)

j =1

for a probabilistic mapping x → . Usually p(|x, aj ) =


G(|(x|j ), aj I ) that provides an action (x|j ) by Eq. (10)
under a Gaussian noise of a variance aj . Also, from Eq. (50)
we can get the following regression:
g

E[|x] =

p(j |x, j )E[|x, aj ],

g

p(j |x, j ) =

r
j p(x|j )

r
i p(x|i )

,

(52)

i=1

with two advantages. First, the ML learning on
k

p(|x, j ) =


r
a
j p(x|j )G(|(x|j ), j I )

(53)

j =1

can be easily implemented by an exact EM algorithm when
p(x|j ) = G(x|j , j ). Second, it follows from
t (j )/j

= − ln[ j p(xt |j )G(t |f (xt |j ), 2j I )],

(54)

that we can implement the general framework in Fig. 9, especially those in Table 2 with k determined automatically via
pushing j → 0, together with the parameters updated by
Eq. (46) for j plus the following one:
j,t

= t − f (xt |old
j ),

= old
new
j
j + pj,t

jf T (xt |j )
jj

j,t ,

2
2
old
= old
new
j
j + pj,t ( j,t  /d − j )/j ,
d is the dimension of .

(55)

RBF nets: The above alternative ME model is simpliﬁed into
normalized RBF nets and extended normalized RBF nets at the
following special case [80]:
 k
j

= |j |

|i | .

(56)

i=1

−1
r
t (j ) = −j ln[ j p(x|j )].



All the unknown parameters are estimated via the ML learning
g
on a set of pairs {xt , t }N
t=1 . However, the gating net p(j |x, j )
is itself a parametric model that makes the ML learning on this
part unable to be implemented by an exact EM algorithm.
An alternative ME model has also been proposed as follows
[60]:
 k

f (x|j ) = wjT x + cj ,

p(x|j ) = p(etr |j )|jg(x, rj )/jx|,

p(|x, ) =
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E[|x, aj ] = (x|aj ).

j =1

(51)

The updating of j is simpliﬁed into wjnew = wjold +
new =cold +
j,t xt , cj
j,t . As a result, the conventional subopj
timal two stage approach for RBF net learning can be replaced
by the ML learning via an adaptive EM algorithm. Again, we
can implement the general framework in Fig. 9, especially
those in Table 2 with automatic model selection
on k either via
pushing j → 0 explicitly or via j = |j |/ ki=1 |i | with
some |j | pushed to 0. Readers are referred to further details
in Section 22.9.1(d) of Ref. [48].
Multi-agents: We further consider that each agent is learnt in
help of t (j ) by Eqs. (15)–(17) via the general framework in
Fig. 9, especially those in Table 2 with the number of agents
determined automatically.
3.4. BYY system and BYY harmony learning
3.4.1. BYY system
Firstly proposed in 1995 [44] and developed in the past
decade, the BYY harmony learning is featured by modelling
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Fig. 12. Bayesian Ying–Yang system.

the problem solving tasks of Types I and II jointly via a uniﬁed statistical framework called BYY system in which all the
unknowns are learned by a theory under the name of best harmony [45–48]. Here we brieﬂy introduce its key points.
As shown in Fig. 12, we consider a general two-pathway
approach from the joint distribution of the external observations
X and its inner representations R in the following two types of
Bayesian decomposition:
p(X, R) = p(R|X)p(X),

q(X, R) = q(X|R)q(R).

(57)

In a compliment to the famous Chinese ancient Ying–Yang philosophy, the one of p(X, R) coincides the Yang concept with a
visible domain p(X) for a Yang space and a forward pathway
by p(R|X) as a Yang pathway. Thus, p(X, R) is called Yang
machine. Similarly, q(X, R) is called Ying machine with an invisible domain q(R) for a Ying space and a backward q(X|R)
as a Ying pathway. Such a Ying–Yang pair is called Bayesian
Ying–Yang (BYY) system.
Speciﬁcally, R = {Y, } can be divided into two parts, and
thus the system is also divided into two layers, as shown in
Fig. 12. One is Y that consists of a set of inner encoding or state
variables, which timely respond the external environment per
sample or per several samples observed. This Y is supported
by a parametric substructure q(Y |y ). On one hand, taking a
key role in the information ﬂow within the front layer, Y is the
source of the information ﬂow to ﬁt the observations XN via
the top-down pathway that implements the abilities of Type I
by another parametric substructure q(X|Y, x|y ). On the other
hand, featuring the abilities of Type II, this Y comes from the
information ﬂow via a bottom-up pathway p(Y |X, y|x ) from
XN , or in a smoothed form:
ph (X) =

N

t=1

G(xt |x̄t , hI ).

(58)

In a summary, the front layer itself is a parametric Ying–Yang
pair:
p(X, Y |p ) = p(Y |X, y|x )ph (X),
q(X, Y |q ) = q(X|Y, x|y )q(Y |y ),

(59)

which consists of four substructures with each depending on
a subset of parameters  = {p , q } with p = {y|x , h} and
q = {y , x|y }. Being different from Y that responds the environment per sample,  is determined collectively from all the
samples and represents the common regularities or dependencies among data as its knowledge about the world. This  is
accommodated in the back layer with some a priori structure
to back up the front layer. A feedback from the front layer to
the back layer goes via p(|X). Moreover, the back layer may
be modulated by a meta knowledge from a deeper layer.
The Ying–Yang system in Fig. 12 are featured by two
manifolds p(X, Y |p ) and q(X, Y |q ). After the structures
q(Y |·), q(X|Y, ·), and p(Y |X, ·) are pre-designed, the task is
to determine three levels of unknowns:
Association or relaxation: The task is to determine Y from
X via certain dependence or association within the front layer
and is usually referred to under the terms of reasoning, mapping, repression, etc. Also, Y may be indirectly determined via
minimizing an energy or cost that incurs from violating certain
constraints in S, under the term of relaxation.
Parameter learning: The task is to determine , which includes determining Y as a subtask. Determined collectively by
all the samples,  is updated as samples come in a speed much
slower than Y . This parameter learning is made via optimizing the performances of implementing either or both of Types I
and II abilities, subject to either none or some priori knowledge
q() from the back layer.
Model selection: The scale for representing R (or equivalently the scale of the entire system) is featured jointly by
the scale kp of p(X, Y |p ) and the scale kq of q(X, Y |q ).
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One common part shared by both kp and kq is the scale
kY for representing Y . Moreover, q(X|Y, x|y ) may be
designed via a combined architecture, which contributes a
rest part k̄q of kq after taking off the effect of kY . Also,
p(Y |X, y|x ) may be designed via a combined architecture
too, which contributes another rest part k̄p of kp after taking
off the effect of kY . Therefore, the challenging task of model
selection actually includes determining each of kY , k̄q , and k̄p .
Taking clustering analysis by a Gaussian mixture as an example, kY = k with k being the number of Gaussians, while
kq = k − 1 + dk + 0.5dk(k + 1) denotes the effective free
parameter number in the set of mj , j , j = 1, . . . , k as well
as p(Y = j ), j = 1, . . . , k, where kp is equal to the effective
number of free parameters for representing the discriminating
boundaries.
3.4.2. BYY harmony learning theory and automatic model
selection
An analogy of the Ying–Yang system in Fig. 12 to the ancient
Chinese Ying–Yang philosophy motivates to determine all the
three level unknowns under a best harmony principle, which
is mathematically implemented by maximizing the following
harmony measure:

H (pq) =
p(R|X)ph (X) ln[q(X|R)q(R)](dX)(dR)



=

p(|X)

p(Y |X, y|x )ph (X)

× ln[q(X|Y, x|y )q(Y |y )q()]

× (dX)(dY ) (d),
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max H (pq, ). That is, maximizing H (pq) with respect to
kY , k̄q , k̄p , and p(|X) is replaced by
max

{,kY ,k̄q ,k̄p }

H (pq, ).

(63)

A simplest and also mostly encountered case is that there
is no priori knowledge for q(). Let q() = 1 or Z() = 0,
maxh H (pq, ) will force h = 0 and thus ph (X) = p0 (X) by
Eq. (58). Provided that k̄q , k̄p are pre-given, Eq. (61) becomes


max Hf (pq, ) = p(Y |XN , y|x )
{,kY }

(64)
× ln[q(XN |Y, x|y )q(Y |y )] dY ,
which seeks a best harmony within the front layer Ying–Yang
system in Fig. 12.
By Eq. (63), the maximization of H (pq) by Eq. (60) is
approximately implemented because the feedback interaction
from the front to the back layer has been ignored with p(|XN )
not considered. If we take p(|XN ) in consideration, an improvement would be obtained by seeking k = {kY , k̄q , k̄p } to
maximize an improved estimate of H (pq). For this purpose,
we expand H (pq, ) with respect to  around the resulted
∗ obtained from Eq. (63) up to the second order, ignoring its
ﬁrst order term since ∇ H (pq, ) = 0 at  = ∗ , by which the
task can be approximately decomposed into the following two
stages:
Stage I:  ∗ = arg max H (pq, )


(60)

for a set of values of k.
Stage II: k∗ = arg min J (k), J (k) = −Ĥ (pq),
k

with respect to kY , k̄q , and k̄p as well as p(|X).
Instead of seeking a best ∗ value, it seeks a density p∗ (|X)
that represents the uncertainty on estimating  from a ﬁnite
size of samples. However, it is difﬁcult to have an appropriate
priori q() and to design an appropriate structure for p(|X). To
avoid the difﬁculty, we only seek p(|X) at X = XN instead of
being as a function of both  and X, i.e., we consider p(|X) =
p(|XN ) such that Eq. (60) can be further rewritten into

H (pq) = p(|XN )H (pq, ) d,
H (pq, ) = Hf (pq, ) − Z(),

Hf (pq, ) =
p(Y |X, y|x )p(X)
× ln[q(X|Y, x|y )q(Y |y )] dX dY ,

(61)

where Z() = − ln q() represents a priori knowledge for
regularization.
Further noticing the following inequity

H (pq) = p(|XN )H (pq, ) d  max H (pq, ),


(62)
we can avoid the difﬁculty for the maximization of H (pq)
via approximately seeking the maximization of its upper bound

Ĥ (pq) = H (pq, ∗ ) − 0.5d(∗ ),

(65)

∗
) = −Tr[j2 H (pq, )/jjT ]=∗ with  =
where d(
∗
( −  )( − ∗ )T p(|XN ) d. Though it involves the unknown p(|XN ) and thus is unable to compute, we can still
get a rough estimate from the number nf of free parameters
in  [48,61,62]:

(a) an under-constraint choice,
nf
d(∗ ) =
(66)
2nf (b) an over-constraint choice.

The criterion J (k) in Eq. (65) provides a further improvement
on typical existing model selection criteria because the scale
of a BYY system is considered separately for the part kY and
for the rest parts by k̄q and k̄p . This separation makes the
contributions of two parts in J (k) estimated differently. The
contribution by kY can be estimated more accurately while the
contribution by the rest part is still estimated roughly in a way
similar to those typical model selection criteria. As a result,
J (k) in Eq. (65) can outperform the typical model selection
criteria, as conﬁrmed by experiments [63,64,78,79].
Even interestingly, the model selection problems of many
typical learning tasks [62] can be reformulated into selecting
merely the kY part in a BYY system. This favorable feature
makes both parameter learning for  and model selection
for kY implemented simultaneously during the maximization
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of Eq. (64) via a new mechanism, namely automatic model
selection during parameter learning. For q(Y ) in a scale reducible structure with kY initialized at values large enough,
an appropriate kY will be determined automatically during implementing parameter learning
max Hf (pq, , XN )

by Eq.  (64) via maximizing
p(Y ) ln q(Y |y ) dY with
p(Y ) = p(Y |X, y|x )p(X) dX [61]. Detailed discussions are
referred to Sections 22.5 and 23.3.2 in Ref. [48], Section II(B)
in Ref. [46], and Section III(C) in Ref. [62]. In other words,
the BYY harmony learning by Eq. (64) provides a general theory for learning algorithms with a RPCL-like mechanism that
implements model selection automatically during learning.
3.4.3. Approximate implementations and regularization
techniques
A detailed implementation of Eq. (63) depends on the types
of dependence among samples in XN . There are two typical
scenarios. The simplest but most widely studied case is that
samples in XN are i.i.d., while the other includes those with
a temporal or serial dependence among samples. The later has
been studied under the name of temporal BYY learning, with
details referred to Refs. [46,65,66]. In the sequel, we only introduce the i.i.d. one.
The inner representation of each sample x may consist of
either or both of a set y of a ﬁnite number of real variables
and a set L of a ﬁnite number of a discrete variables. With
p(X) = ph (X) by Eq. (58), Eq. (61) becomes
N

p(L|xt )HL,t − Z(),

H (pq, ) =
t=1 L

(67)


1 2
x
HL,t = p(y|xt , L) (xt , y, )− h Tr[L (xt , y, x|y )] dy,
2
(xt , y, ) = ln[q(xt |y, L, x|y )q(y|y , L)q(L)],


xL (x, y, x|y ) = −



j2 ln q(x|y, L, x|y )
,
jxjx T

where  consists of all the unknown parameters in q(xt |y, L,
x|y )q(y,
Moreover, the second term h2 Tr[·] comes
 L|y )q(L).
2
from G(x|xt , h I )Q(x) dx in help of the following type of
approximation:



j2 Q( )
1
.
G( |, )Q( ) d ≈ Q( ) = + Tr 
2
j j T
=

(68)

, which is a crude approximation that usually affects performances. A better way is to consider p(y|xt , L) in an appropriate
structure that makes not only the relation to  get an analytic
expression (or partially) but also the integral over y become
implementable. One solution is to let
p(y|xt , L) = G(y|gL (xt , L ), L ),

(70)

with g(XN , ) being a pre-speciﬁed parametric model. It follows from Eq. (68) that we further get

1
HL,t = Q(xt , y, ) − Tr[h2 xL (xt , y, )]
2

1
y
− Tr[L L (y, )]
2
y=gL (xt ,L )


x
2
j Tr[L (xt , y, )]
1
+ Tr L
,
2
jyjy T
y=gL (xt ,L )

j2 ln[q(x|y, L, x|y )q(y|y , L)]
y
L (y, ) = −
,
jyjy T

(71)

where the last term in HL,t is a high order derivatives that
vanishes exactly in some cases or can be approximately ignored
in many cases.
The parameters h, L vanish during maximizing H (pq, )
if q() is irrelevant to the parameters. From Eq. (71), we get
HL,t = Q (xt , y, )y=gL (xt ,L ) that becomes the extreme ridge
of the joint likelihood conﬁned to y = gL (xt , L ), which leads
to a maximum extremal joint likelihood or shortly Max-EJL.
Readers are referred to Ref. [61, Sections 3.6 and 5.2] for details. With the improvements, h, L will be determined in help
of certain priori constraints on h2 , L , e.g., the so-called data
smoothing and normalization [17,18,61,62,65] for details. Here,
we suggest two other types of constraints.
One is directly imposed on h, L , under the name of equal
covariance, by which an explicit relation between h2 = h()
can be obtained from
Varp(x|) (x) = Varph (x) (x)

with

Varph (x) (x) = h I + SN ,
2

ph (x) =
SN =

1
N

1
N

(72)

N

G(x|xt , h2 I ),
t=1

x̄ =

1
N

N

xt ,
t=1

N

(xt − x̄)(xt − x̄)T ,
t=1

p(x|) =

q(xt |L, )q(L),

Moreover, if there is no priori constraint on p(y|xt , L), the integral over y will also disappear during maximizing H (pq, ),
resulting in

q(xt |L, ) =

p(y|xt , L) = (y − gL (xt , ))gL (xt ,)=fL (xt ,) ,
fL (xt , ) = arg max ln[q(xt |y, L, x|y )q(y|y , L)].

Also, we can get an explicit relation L = () as follows:

y

(69)

To update , we need to compute ∇ H (pq, ) via the chain
rule on fL (xt , ). In many cases fL (xt , ) has no analytic expression but just implements a maximization procedure. One
easiest handling is simply ignoring the relation fL (xt , ) to

L


q(xt |y, L, x|y )q(y|y , L) dy.

L = VarG(y|gL (xt ,L ),L ) (y) = Varq(y|xt ,L) (y),
q(y|x, L) = q(xt |y, L, x|y )q(y|y , L)/q(xt |L, ).

(73)

When both q(xt |y, L, x|y ) and q(y|y , L) are Gaussian, we
can analytically not only solve the integral over y for q(xt |L, )
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but also get analytical expressions for both h2 = h() and L =
().
The other type is to indirectly impose a priori Z() =
− ln q(h2 ) − ln q(L ). This q(h2 ) is in a form of a scalar density p(),  0. One choice is p() = C −1 b e−a  , a > 0, b > 0,
e.g., a 2 distribution or a Gamma distribution, as well as other
distributions in the table in p. 413 of Ref. [67]. In this case, a
trade off occurs on maximizing f ()=−0.5−a+b ln +c.
It follows from −f ()=0.5+a−b/=0 that =b/(0.5+a).
Speciﬁcally, we have  = −Tr[xL (xt , y, )]y=gL (xt ,L ) for
 = h2 , where a, b depend on what type of distribution is chosen, e.g., for a Gamma distribution, a = 0.5 and b = 0.5r − 1
with r being the ‘number of degrees of freedom’ that relates
to the number N of samples, and the dimension d of x for h.
Considering L = L I , we can also determine L in a similar
way.
Furthermore, we move to consider p(L|xt ). If there is no
priori constraint on p(L|xt ), the sum over L in Eq. (67) will
also disappear during maximizing H (pq, ), resulting in

p(L|xt ) =

1

if L = Lt ,

0

otherwise,

Lt = arg max HL,t .
L

p(L|xt ) = q(xt |L, )q(L)

(74)

q(xt |L, )q(L) ,

(75)

L

−

1
2

xL (x, ) = −

jxjx T

.
(76)

Again, the last term in HL,t is a high order derivative that
vanishes exactly in some cases or can be approximately ignored
in many cases. Moreover, Eq. (76) becomes equivalent to Eq.
(67) simply with L = 0 and gL (xt , ) = fL (xt , ).
3.4.4. BYY harmony learning on Gaussian mixture
In the special case that y = ∅ and L consists of only one
integer j , it follows from Eqs. (67) and (71) that we are related
to () by Eq. (19) via t (j )/j =− ln[q(xt |j ) j ] as follows:
H (pq, )= − ()−()−Z(),
N

Z() = − ln q(),

(77)

k

() =

pj,t t (j ),

pj,t = p(j |xt ),

y

Tr[L L (x, y, )]}y=gL (xt ,L )

Tr[h2 xL (xt , )]
y

t (j ) = − ln[q(xt |j ) j ],
k
N

() =

pj,t t (j , h2 ),
t=1 j =1



j2 ln q(x|j )
1
t (j , h2 ) = − Tr h2
.
2
jxjx T
That is, the minimization of () is regularized by both a term
() for the effect of removing integrals and a term Z() of
a priori knowledge for a ﬁnite number of samples. Moreover,
pj,t =p(j |xt ) is given by either Eq. (74) or (75), which becomes

1 if j = jt ,
pj,t =
jt = arg min[ t (j ) + t (j , h2 )]
0 otherwise,
j
or

but with an expensive computing cost. Anyway, it is still workable in some cases, e.g., when L consists of only one integer
 and the above integral for q(xt |L, ) is analytically solvable. A trade off between the two conﬂict purposes is letting
Lt = arg maxL HL,t () to be approximated by a parametric
model f (xt , ), e.g., a sigmoid semi-linear mapping in Ref.
[68, Eq. (34)].
With all the above preparations, we are ready to develop a
detailed algorithm for updating  and  as well via computing
∇{,} H (pq, ). It deserves to note that the order of removing
the integral over x and the integral over y from Eq. (61) will
lead to a difference. If we consider to remove the integral over
y by Eq. (70) ﬁrst and then we consider p(X) = ph (X) by
Eq. (58) to remove the integral over x in help of Eq. (68), HL,t
in Eq. (71) becomes
1
2

j2 ln[q(x|y, L, x|y )q(y|y , L)]
,
jyjy T
j2 ln[q(x|y, L, x|y )q(y|y , L)]y=gL (x,L )

L (x, y, ) = −

t=1 j =1

It saves the computing cost that is needed to enumerate over
all the values of L, which can be huge especially when L consists of quite a number of discrete variables. Similar to the case
by Eq. (69), updating  also needs to compute ∇ H (pq, )
via the relation Lt = arg maxL HL,t () but it is not differentiable. We have to approximately ignore the relation with
certain suffering on performance. One way to still take the
relation back in consideration is the following Bayesian posteriori structure:


HL,t = {(xt , y, ) −

y
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− 21 Tr[h2 j2 Tr[L L (x, y, )]y=gL (xt ,L ) /jxjx T ]x=xt ,

pj,t = e


− t (j )

k

e− t ( ) .

(78)

=1

Particularly, when h2 = 0 and Z() = 0, the above pj,t is
equivalent to pj,t by Eq. (21) or (27) with xt in place of ut ,
where the extreme case  = k leads to the Bayes allocation by
Eq. (27) or equivalently by Eq. (75).
Considering q(xt |j ) = G(xt |j , j ) and thus a Gaus
sian mixture q(xt |) = kj =1 j G(xt |j , j ), it follows from
Eq. (77) that
t (j ) = − ln[ j G(xt |j , j )],

t (j , h2 ) = h2 Tr[−1
j ].
(79)

Maximizing H (pq, ) by Eq. (77) leads to the algorithm with
Eqs. (7) and (38) plus Eq. (35) or (36). In the simplest case
that we ignore Z(), we are lead to h = 0, pj,t by Eq. (6),
and an algorithm by Eq. (28) in [21] that was ﬁrstly obtained
in 1995 [44] under the name of the hard-cut EM algorithm. In
2
general, we also need to determine
 h  = 0. It follows from
Eq. (72) that we get h2 I + SN = kj =1 j (j Tj + j ) − T
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with  = kj =1 j j , that is,
⎧
2


⎪
 k
⎨ k


1
2
2


h =
j j  − 
j j 
⎪
d⎩


j =1
j =1
⎤⎫
⎡
k
⎬
⎦
.
+ Tr ⎣

−
S
 j
N
⎭

during learning. E.g., in Eq. (43) it follows that Eq. (77) is
modiﬁed into
t (j ) = − ln[ j G(xt |Uj y

−1
T −1
t (j , h2 ) = h2 Tr[−1
j ] + Tr[j (Uj j Uj + j )],

(80)

Alternatively, we can also determine
by either Z() =
− ln q() via data-smoothing [21] or Z() = − ln q(h2 ) via a
2 or a Gamma distribution.
During learning, the selection on k is made via Eq.
(37) automatically. Moreover, a better k can be determined
with an expensive
computing cost at the Stage II. With
N
p
, it gets the following detailed form:
j = (1/N )
j,t
t=1
h2

J (k) = JC (k) + 0.5d(∗ )/N ,

k

k

k

JC (k) = 0.5

j

ln |j | + h2

j =1

j

−

j

ln

j

j =1

kd
− 0.5 ,
N

with

⎧
(a) by Eq. (45),
⎨ f (x, Uj , j )
(b) or equivalently.
Wj (x − j ) = j UjT (UjT j Uj
⎩
+j )−1 (x − j )
(84)
Then, maximizing H (pq, ) by Eq. (77) leads to the algorithm
by Eq. (46). Again, we can get h2 by Eq. (80) with j replaced
by UjT j Uj + j , and it further follows from Eq. (73) that
j = j − j U T (UjT j Uj + j )−1 U j .

Tr[−1
j ]

j =1

k

y = Wj (x − j )
= arg maxy ln[ j G(x|Uj y + j , j )G(y|0, j )],

j =1

k ∗ = arg min J (k),

(81)

where d(∗ ) is given by Eq. (66) with nf = k − 1 + kd +
0.5d(d + 1)k with k − 1 for j , kd for j , and 0.5d(d + 1)k
for j , respectively.
It also deserves to note that we may also be lead to pj,t in
a type by Eq. (22) that is similar to RPCL learning [17,18], by
considering the case h2 = 0 with
0 < 1,

V () =

q(xt |),

{k ∗ , {m∗j }kj =1 } = arg min {J (k, {mj }) + 0.5d(∗ )},
k,{mj }

(82)
J (k, {mj }) =

t=1



for normalization [18,21] via q(x|) = i∈C i G(xt |i , i )
with C by Eq. (32). It follows from Eqs. (63) and (79)
that H (pq, ) = − () + ln q() and that ∇j ln q() =

N −1 0 N
t=1 t j,t ∇j ln[ j G(xt |j , j )] with j,t by Eq. (21)

and t = q(xt |)/q̄(xt |), where q̄(xt |) = N −1 N
t=1 q(xt |).

We have also ∇j () = − N
q
∇
ln[
G(x
j
t |j , j )]
t=1 j,t j
with qj,t given by Eq. (21) too. It further follows from
H (pq, ) = − () + ln q() that
∇j H (pq, ) =
pj,t = qj,t −

0

1
N

N

pj,t ∇j ln[ j G(xt |j , j )],
t=1

t j,t ,

(83)

i.e., we get pj,t in a type by Eq. (22). Another RPCL-like
mechanism is also obtained from the BYY harmony learning with Z() = 0 and pj,t by Eq. (27), as suggested in
Ref. [17, Eq. (40)] and further demonstrated in Ref. [69].
3.4.5. BYY harmony learning on local subspaces and
extensions
For the local FA, the BYY harmony learning in Eq. (42) or
(43) is able to make k and {mj }kj =1 automatically determined

(85)

Alternatively, we can also determine h2 , j by either Z() =
− ln q() via data-smoothing [21] or Z() = − ln q(h2 ) via a
2 or a Gamma distribution.
During implementing the algorithm, again the model selection on k is made via Eq. (37) with j updated by Eq. (35) or
(36), while k ∗ , {m∗j }kj =1 are determined automatically via Eq.
(47). On a small sample size N , a better k ∗ , {m∗j }kj =1 can be
selected as follows:

N

q() ∝ 1/V 0 (), 0 <

+ j , j )G(y|0, j )]y=Wj (xt −j ) ,

1
2

k
j [ln |j | + ln |j |
j =1
k

+ mj (ln(2) + 1)] −

j

ln

j

j =1
k

+

j {h

2

Tr[−1
j ]

j =1
−1
T
+ Tr[j (Uj −1
j Uj + j )]}
k
kd + j =1 mj
,
−
N

(86)

where d(∗ ) is still given by Eq. (66) but with nf = dk +

k − 1 + 0.5d(d + 1)k + kj =1 (mj + dUj ) and dUj = mj d −
0.5mj (mj +1).
A number of variants and extensions can be obtained. Several
typical ones are brieﬂy introduced as follows:
• From Eq. (84), we can obtain other algorithms for implementing Eq. (43), including the ones in Table 2 and the temporal extension by Eq. (72) and Table 2 in Ref. [46] with
Bj = 0, ∀j . Applications to ﬁnancial market are referred to
Ref. [70].
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• The algorithm by Eq. (46) is developed without considering the composite relation via y = Wj (xt − j ) in computing ∇j t (j ). More precisely, an extended algorithm can
be developed by using (jy T /jj ) ∇j t (j ) in the place of
∇j t (j ) for the updating rules for j , Uj , j , j .
• Another algorithm can be developed from the HL,t in
Eq. (76), i.e., the version of removing the integral over y
ﬁrst and then removing the integral over x.
• We consider other choices for q(y, L) in Eq. (67),

one is L = {, j, i1 , . . . , im } and q(y, L) = q() m
j =1
2
(j
)
(j
)
(j
)
q(y |ij , )q(ij |), q(y |ij , ) = G(y |ij , , ij , )
such that each independent dimension in a non-Gaussian
q(y (j ) |) is jointly described by several scalar Gaussian
G(y (j ) |ij , , 2ij , ). Readers are referred to Ref. [47, Section
IV(C)] for details.
• Even generally, we can consider q(y, L) in a direct graphical
model instead of a graphical model. One example is a tree
structure with dependence relations from leaves directed up
to the root layer by layer. We may explore automatic model
selection on the number of nodes (probably a structure as
well) by the BYY harmony learning.
4. An uniﬁed problem solving paradigm
4.1. A5 problem solving paradigm: A–D featured versus D–A
featured
Both the frameworks in Figs. 4 and 9 can be regarded as
examples of an uniﬁed problem solving paradigm (shortly A5
paradigm) as shown in Fig. 13, consisting of ﬁve essential
mechanisms as follows:
• Acquisition: It is same as in Figs. 4 and 9.
• Allocation: It is same as in Fig. 9. Also, the mapping mechanism in Fig. 4 can be regarded as allocating evidences.
• Amalgamation: It integrates newly obtained evidence into
the activated assumptions, e.g., either by the accumulating
mechanism in Fig. 4 or by the adapting mechanism in Fig. 9.
• Admission: It admits those activated assumptions as candidate solutions, via the determining mechanism both in
Figs. 4 and 9.
• Afﬁrmation: It further afﬁrms the candidates as ﬁnal solutions
if they pass the verifying mechanism in both Figs. 9 and 4.
Sometimes, the last mechanism may be waived. Moreover,
each of the other four mechanisms may have a number of
choices. A speciﬁc integration of the choices leads to a speciﬁc approach of problem solving. The framework in Fig. 4
and the framework in Fig. 9 are different in their ways of
handling two coupled core tasks. One is combining pieces
of evidences carried by samples, and the other discriminates
according to their evidences. In Fig. 4, information carried by
samples are mapped into evidences for assumptions, which are
integrated via accumulation. Then, a cross-assumption interaction or comparison occurs in implementing its fourth mechanism, such that an appropriate discrimination is made in the
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allocation

acquisition

amalgamation
A general problem
solving paradigm

affirmation

admission

Fig. 13. A5 paradigm.

parameter space. While in Fig. 9, such a cross-agent interaction
happens during implementing its second mechanism that discriminates and allocates evidences across assumptions. Then,
the allocated evidences are amalgamated via its adapting
mechanism. The amalgamation–discrimination (A–D) featured
scheme in Fig. 4 and the discrimination–amalgamation (D–A)
featured scheme in Fig. 9 lead to different characteristics in
their implementations, performances, computing costs, and
applicable scopes, etc.
4.2. Cross-perspectives: insights and extensions
It is also insightful to look HT like approaches as in Fig. 4
from a perspective of learning based approaches. We rewrite
Eq. (77) into
N

k

Hf (pq, ) =

ht (),
t=1 j =1

ht () =

1
N

k

pj,t ln[ j p(xt |j )].

(87)

j =1

That is, information carried by each sample is considered separately, and then integrated via additive accumulation. Actually,
the ML learning and many cost based methods also have such
an additive nature. The second mechanism in Fig. 4 can be regarded as that each sample xt contributes a piece of evidence
or
Nscore ht () at every point in the parameter space of . So,
t=1 ht () can be regarded as a batch implementation of the
accumulating mechanism in Fig. 4. Then the next mechanism
performs max Hf (pq, ) via comparing all the assumptions
(i.e., all the points) to determine a solution.
When ht () is a nonzero constant merely for points on a
manifold in the parameter space, only assumptions on this manifold is accumulated. Considering that each of j , j = 1, . . . , k
has a same dimension, we let all the distributions p(x|j ), j =
1, . . . , k share a common accumulation grid in the parameter
space for a sake of saving space and computing cost, which
leads us to exactly the conventional HT. Such a situation happens only in those idealistic cases without noises or distortions.
Taking noise or distortion in consideration, we can improve
the accumulating mechanism of HT by the choices (b)–(d) in
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Section 2.2.3. Also, we can implement
a(j |X, xt ) = a(j |X) + ct (j ),

for HT,
j p(xt |j )
ct (j ) ∝
m
j p(x |j ) for RHT,

(88)

where a(|X) denotes the score that the activated assumption
j were accumulated via a set X of past samples. Moreover,
p(xt |j ) or p(xm |j ) describes the ﬁt of xt or xm to the object
represented by j , where xm is a subset consisting of m samples. For example, it can be obtained from et by Eq. (5) via a
Gaussian distribution truncated within a certain band.
Instead of performing max H (k, ) in a batch by making
comparison across all the assumptions, learning can also be
performed via the D–A featured scheme in Fig. 9 adaptively
per sample xt . That is, the second mechanism in Fig. 9 discriminates and allocates xt via pj,t , which is computed across all
j , p(xt |j ), j = 1, . . . , k that are then updated to adapt the evidence carried by xt to increase ht () by certain extent. In this
case, implementing the subsequent admission mechanism does
not need a coordination across all the activated assumptions.
Alternatively, this observation motivates that a multi-learner
based approach can be improved from a perspective of HT like
approaches too.
We add a cross-assumption coordination in the implementation of admission mechanism. Each j is also associated with
a score a(j ). Not only an activated j is adapted according to
= old
new
j
j + pj,t j but also the corresponding score is upnew
new
new
dated by a(new
j )=(1− )a(j )+ ct (j ) with ct (j ) ∝
new
j p(xt |j ), such that a comparison across all the activated
assumptions can be made to select those assumptions with
enough scores.
In RHT, we can also implement accumulation mechanism
jointly with the mechanisms of allocation and adaptation. After
an assumption  is activated via mapping mechanism, we check
its difference from its closest neighbor ∗ among those activated
assumptions in past. If the difference is larger than a threshold,
we take this activated assumption with a score by Eq. (88);
otherwise, we allocate evidences carried by xm to ∗ , and then
update
∗new = ∗ + ,

 =  − ∗ ,

a(∗new |X, xt ) = (1 − )a(∗ |X) + ct (∗ ),
ct (∗ ) ∝

j p(x

m

|).

(89)

rules can be further summarized roughly into two classes. One
is featured by combinations made either explicitly or implicitly
within a probabilistic framework, e.g., a majority voting rule or
a Bayesian rule in Ref. [82]. The other consists of combinations
made beyond the probabilistic framework, e.g., the rules from
D–S evidence theory in Ref. [82].
In this paper, combination is made on choosing best assumptions as solutions (i.e., on decision level), which can be classiﬁed into the two categories:
• One is on assumptions that are obtained from a same piece or
collection of evidences but via different mechanisms. These
mechanisms may be either of different types (e.g., a diverging mapping, a converging mapping, an adaptation) or
of a same type (e.g., the converging mapping is used on
different numbers of pixels to assume different lines to be
detected), respectively. More formally, on a same piece of
evidence x we have k mechanisms Mj : x → , j =
1, . . . , k to make or activate assumptions, which are shortly
denoted as Mj (|x), what we want is to ﬁnd a M(|x) =
Combine[M1 (|x), M2 (|x), . . . , Mk (|x)].
• The other category is on assumptions that are obtained
from applying a same mechanism on different evidences,
i.e., with m evidences x1 , x2 , . . . , xm and one mechanism
M, what we want is to ﬁnd a M(|x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ) =
Combine[M(|x1 ), M(|x2 ), . . . , M(|xm )].
Moreover, the above cases may happen jointly too, for which
we need to integrate two combining categories coordinately. In
a probabilistic form, the above two categories can be formulated
as follows:
• Product rule: Let p(|x1 ), p(|x2 ), . . . , p(|xm ) denote the
supports on  that comes from applying one same mechanism on different evidences x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , respectively,
which can be samples from either the same feature space or
different feature spaces. When x1 , x2 , . . . , xm are mutually
independent, we have the following product combination
rule [71]:
p(|x1 , x2 , . . . , xm )
= p(|x1 )p(|x2 ) · · · p(|xm )/p m−1 ().

(90)

• Summation rule: Each Mj (|x) describes a distribution p(|x, j ), we want to ﬁnd p(|x) that combines
p(|x, j ), j = 1, . . . , k. A best choice for p(|x) is the
marginal of the joint distribution p(j, |x)=p(j |x)p(|x, j ):
k

4.3. Evidence combination: further insights

p(j |x)p(|x, j ),

p(|x) =
j =1

Started from handwritten character recognition at the end of
1980s, studies on evidence combination have become popular in the ﬁelds of pattern recognition and information fusion
[82,71], which can be summarized from two major aspects.
One considers which level a combination is made on (e.g., decision level, feature level, and data level). The other aspect is
to consider what types of rules a combination bases on. These

k

p(j |x) = 1,

0 p(j |x) 1,

(91)

j =1

where p(j |x) denotes the proportional role of the j th mechanism in the combination. This is just the mixture-of-experts
(ME) by Eq. (50).
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Started from 1991, several efforts has been made in Eq. (91)
for combining classiﬁers, which are summarized as follows:
(a) In [72], a special case of Eq. (91) is proposed, where
p(j |x) is implemented by a three layer net with sigmoid
output learners 0 oj (x, W ) 1, j = 1, . . . , k, under the
name of a switching controller. This controller is trained
via
the likelihood of a multiple Bernoulli
 maximizing
dj (x)
o
(x,
W
)
[1 − oj (x, W )]1−dj (x) on a set of trainj
j
ing pairs, with dj (x) = 1 if the j th classiﬁer classiﬁes the
sample x correctly.
(b) In [73], another special case of Eq. (91) is studied, with


k

p(j |x) = q(x|j )

q(x|i ),
i=1

q(x|j )0 is a parametric function.

(92)

(c) In [60,74], we further extend Eq. (92) by considering each
q(x|j ) from the exponential family subject to a priors
j , j = 1, . . . , k, i.e., we have

p(j |x) =

k

j q(x|j )

i q(x|i ),
i=1

k

0

j

1,

j

= 1,

(93)

j =1

which leads to the alternative ME by Eqs. (52) and (51).
The last but not least, it deserves to show that the mixture
using variance (MUV) approach for ensemble learning [75,76]
can be regarded as a degenerated case of Eq. (91). The MUV
approach suggests the following combination:


k

pj j (x),

(x) =

pj = −2
j

j =1

k

−2
i ,

(94)

i=1

where 2j is the variance of the estimate j (x). From (x) =


p(|x) d, j (x) = p(|x, j ) d, it is not difﬁcult to see
that Eq. (94) is actually a degenerated case of Eq. (51), where
p(j |x) = pj is estimated collectively from a set of samples
instead of depending on each individual sample x. That is,
considering q(x|j ) = p(|x, j ) = G(|mj (x), j ) under the
constraint:
( − m1 (x))T −1
1 ( − m1 (x))
= · · · ( − mk (x))T −1
k ( − mk (x)),

(95)

it follows from Eq. (92) that p(j |x) = pj = |j |−0.5 /
k
−0.5 , which further degenerates to Eq. (94) when
i=1 |i |
2
j = j I . Similarly, it follows from Eq. (93) that

p(j |x) = pj =

j |j |

−0.5

k
i=1

−0.5
.
i |i |

(96)
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5. Concluding remarks
A general problem solving paradigm has been elaborated to
provide not only a uniﬁed perspective on two different frameworks for problem solving but also a number of new results on
HT and RHT computing, mixture based learning approaches,
and evidence combination, for typical pattern recognition tasks
that involve data clustering and structure mining, object detection and motion estimation, as well as multi-agent coordinated
problem solving. This general paradigm is implemented by an
integration of ﬁve essential mechanisms, namely, acquisition,
allocation, amalgamation, admission, and afﬁrmation. Different implementations of these mechanisms and differences in a
speciﬁc integration may bring us new results and potential directions for future studies. Also, the difference of the two problem solving frameworks studied in this paper comes from their
ways of handling two coupled core tasks, namely amalgamating evidences and discriminating differences.
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